
 
 

Common Application FAQs 2017 

The Common Application is now accepted by over 700 colleges 
and was designed to reduce the paperwork volume associated with 
college applications. However, not all colleges accept the Common 
Application (particularly some public universities) and many of 
those that do accept the Common Application also have 
Supplemental Applications that may contain additional essay 
requirements (a typical prompt being “Why are you interested in 
attending our college?”). 

We have compiled information addressing some of the most 
common questions our students have asked when filling out their 
Common Applications; should this hand-out not address your 
questions, start with the Help Center to the right on your 
application or go to appsupport.commonapp.org. The Help Center 
tips will change with each page and contain valuable information 
for the questions on that page. 

You can submit your question to the online Help Desk at 
applicant_help@commonapp.net. They generally respond within 
24 hours and you should add this address to your address book to 
prevent their response becoming trapped in a spam filter. There is 
no telephone support desk for the Common Application. 

Here are some basics: 

• Go to Commonapp.org and create an account for yourself as 
soon as the new version becomes available on August 1st. 
Your username will be your email address. Follow the 
instructions to create a password and start filling out the 
application.  



• Dashboard icons provide a visual indication of the status of 
your progress, by college. Green checkmarks signify that 
work has been submitted, while yellow circles indicate work 
that is ready for submission or is still being worked on.  

• The best place to start your Common Application is probably 
to enter some colleges into My Colleges. You will need to 
use the Search Colleges button to search for the desired 
colleges, and then are prompted to ‘Add’ them to your My 
Colleges list.  

• If you choose to allow your colleges to contact you by 
email, which you can do when creating your account, be 
prepared to check your email and open those sent to you by 
colleges on your list and respond if the email seems to 
require a response. If you do not respond, the college may 
assume that your interest in them is not meaningful and that 
may work against you if you choose to apply.  

• After you have added your colleges, you will be prompted to 
answer questions specific to that college, and your 
responses may trigger additional areas to complete.  

• If you have a question that cannot be answered quickly by 
reading through our notes or the Common Application 
website, reach out to the Help Desk. It is entirely possible to 
lose hours trying to find a solution that either doesn’t exist or 
that would take someone at the Common Application five 
minutes to answer once they get to your email. So get your 
question in the queue before wasting too much time on your 
own, and then keep trying to find a solution.  

• When listing your activities, you should start with the ones 
that are the most important to you. You have only 50 
characters, including spaces, for the “Position/Leadership” 
field and 150 characters, including spaces, for the “Details, 



Honors and Accomplishments” field, so use your words 
judiciously. 

• Draft your essay responses in a word processing program 
and then cut and paste them into the application. While 
paragraph breaks will not show in the text boxes on the 
application, they will show on the final version that the 
colleges see, and in the print preview you will be able to 
generate only after you have completed all parts of an 
application. By the way, the print preview version will print 
with a watermark overlay so that you cannot submit a printed 
version. This watermark will not appear on the colleges’ 
versions of your application.   

• One of the more convenient features of the Common 
Application is a grid that shows all of the deadlines for the 
member colleges. You can find the ‘Application 
Requirements’ box on the top of the Common Application 
College Search page. Remember that this listing may have an 
error, and you should not rely on it as the final word on what 
a college requires by what deadline. We recommend that you 
start here, but confirm information with individual colleges.   

• On a final note, the number one question students ask the 
Help Desk is how to retrieve lost login information. If you 
lose your password, you will not be allowed to create a new 
Common Application under the same name, email, birthdate, 
etc., and you will have to wait until the Help Desk retrieves it 
for you. So keep your username and password in a safe 
place.   

Frequently Asked Questions   

How long can my Personal Statement be?   

The current guidelines specify 250 to 650 words. You will not be 



able to submit your application if your essay exceeds 650 words or 
is shorter than 250 words. The word count will appear on the 
screen and indicate how many words need to be added or deleted 
to meet the requirements.  

Should I list my AP or IB courses under Education – Colleges and 
Universities? 

No. 

What is FERPA? 

FERPA is the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act, which is 
a law that gives students the right to read confidential letters of 
recommendation under certain circumstances. You will be asked if 
you want to waive this right on the Common Application in the 
Recommenders and FERPA section. We recommend that students 
waive their FERPA right so the teachers who will write letters of 
recommendation and the colleges who will read them are reassured 
that these letters were written candidly. 

On the Testing page it asks, “Is promotion within your educational 
system based upon standard leaving examinations given at the end 
of lower and/or senior secondary school by a state or national 
leaving examinations board?” What does this mean? 

This is for international students who are being educated in 
international systems that require national exams such as the 
German Abitur, or the French Baccalauréat. The term “state” in 
this question does not refer to US states, but to a national State. US 
students are not required to answer this question. 

Can I create multiple versions of my application (for example, if I 
want to submit scores to some colleges but not to others, or if I 
change my essay)? 

Yes, you can create as many versions of your application as you 



want to correct or revise information for different colleges.  

Should I create tailored Personal Essays for each college by 
making multiple versions of my Common Application? 

It’s not necessary, but you may find it helpful to use different 
Personal Essays for different colleges depending on their 
supplemental essays. It is not recommended to tailor your Personal 
Essay for each college to which you apply. 

How do I find the supplements for the colleges I am applying to? 

When you add a college to your list, their specific Questions and 
Writing Supplement will appear in the My Colleges section of the 
application. Depending on the college, the required essays appear 
in either the Questions section or the Writing Supplement section. 

How do I find the Early Decision Agreement? 

When you add a college onto My Colleges and then move into 
Application, you will be asked to indicate under which admissions 
program you are applying, which will vary from college to college. 
If you indicate that you are applying Early Decision, the Early 
Decision Agreement will be made available to you under the 
Supplement tab. This is also true for Early Decision 2 applications. 

Where do I find the Arts Supplements? 

When you add a college onto My Colleges and then move into 
their Questions section, you are asked if you are going to submit an 
arts supplement. If you indicate yes, then a link to either the 
college’s own supplement or to Slideroom.com will appear. Many 
colleges are now using Slideroom.com to accept all arts 
documentation, including the performing arts. If you indicate no, 
then that option will no longer be available to you. 

 



Do I have to self-report my courses and grades? 

New for the 2017/2018 application: students applying to the 
following twelve colleges will be prompted to self-report their 
entire transcript with classes and grades from 9th-12th grade:  

Birmingham-Southern College (AL) 
Chapman University (CA) 
College of Idaho (ID) 
The George Washington University (Washington, DC) 
New York School of Career & Applied Studies of Touro College 
& University System (NY) 
The Ohio State University (OH) 
Purdue University (IN) 
Ripon College (WI) 
St. John's University (NY) 
Underwood International College, Yonsei University (Seoul, South 
Korea) 
University of Southern California (CA) 
West Virginia University (WV) 
 
*Note: You do not have to fill out the section if you are not 
applying to one of these twelve colleges. 
 

What happens if I make a mistake on the new self-reported 
Courses and Grades section or on the Testing Page? 

Once a college has accepted you and you have made a deposit, 
your high school will forward your final transcript. If there is a 
discrepancy between your self-reporting and the official grades or 
test scores, your college will assess whether the discrepancy is 
small enough to appear innocent (e.g., you reported a B+ instead of 
a B) or large enough to suggest deliberate deception (e.g., you 
reported an A+ instead of C). In the event that they conclude the 
discrepancy was deliberate, they may revoke your admission. 



Proofread carefully, and if you discover an error, you can always 
contact specific colleges by email or phone to apologize and to ask 
how they would like to handle a correction. 

The application only lets me enter my best scores from the 
subsections of the ACT and SAT. Does that mean that colleges are 
going to “superscore” my ACT results? 

Most colleges already combine your highest scores from different 
test dates on the sections of the SAT to create your “superscore.” 
However, most colleges do not superscore the ACT. The new 
Common Application asks you to enter your highest scores by each 
section of the ACT and to indicate the specific date on which you 
earned that score. However, this does NOT mean that the colleges 
will superscore your ACT or calculate a new composite score 
based on your highest scores on the subsections.  

While you can self-report your highest section scores for either the 
ACT and SAT, official score reports MUST be sent from the 
testing agency to each college for verification. 

Do I have to report my test scores to colleges? 

If you don’t believe your test scores are a strong reflection of your 
ability as a student, you might want to apply to colleges that are 
‘Test Optional.’ You do not need to self-report your scores on the 
Common Application or send an official score report to colleges 
that don’t require scores. However, colleges that are ‘Test 
Optional’ may have other requirements if you don’t submit scores, 
such as an evaluative interview or the submission of a graded 
paper. Be sure to check with each college about their requirements. 

Deadlines? 

Each college has a designated deadline date. Once that deadline 
has passed, you will no longer be able to submit your forms. (You 
can find deadlines in both the Future Plans and My Colleges 



sections, or visit the college’s website.) Please note that some 
colleges have earlier deadlines for their Supplements. 

All time stamps and deadlines are listed on Eastern Standard Time. 
Colleges located in other time zones may accept your documents 
up until the posted deadline in their local time zone; we do not 
recommend cutting your time close enough to put the time stamp 
deadline to the test! 

	


